MAGNETIC SHIELD CORPORATION FAQs
Commerce Related Questions
Do you accept purchase orders?
Yes, with the following limitations. We offer Net 30 terms only
with pre-approved credit, based on completion of credit
verification using three customer-supplied U.S. credit
references.
Initial orders that require faster service may be
accommodated with either wire transfers, credit (or
procurement) cards or C.O.D..
Is there a minimum order quantity?
Our minimum order is $100.00 U.S. for Co-NETIC®, NETIC®,
and MuMETAL®, magnetic shielding material. Distributors are
located throughout the U.S. that can provide smaller order
service. Please contact our customer service department to
inquire about distributors servicing your location.
Do you have materials in inventory and ready for
shipment?
Yes, we maintain a substantial inventory of the raw material
sheets and foils. However, we do not maintain an inventory of
finished goods (formed to specific shapes), unless contracted
to do so.
What size is your raw material sheet?
Our smallest standard sheet size for Co-NETIC®, and
NETIC®, materials is 30" x 14". The next larger standard size
is 30" x 29", which can be shipped by UPS and Federal
Express. Larger sizes are also available. Refer to our catalog
CP-1 and NT-2 for a listing of available sheet and foil sizes.
The smallest sheet size available for MuMETAL®, is 12" x
15". Refer to our catalog MU-2 for a listing of available sheet
and foil sizes.
We will shear for shipment as part of our minimum order
requirement.
What are your shipping terms?
Magnetic Shield Corp. ships Ex-Factory, Bensenville, Illinois,
60106 U.S.A.
Do you ship internationally?
Yes, frequently. Magnetic Shield is known world-wide for the
quality and reliability of our materials, and manufacturing
processes. The primary restriction on shipment of our
materials into other countries is adherence to the rules and
regulations as stated by the U.S. Department of Commerce
"Export Regulation & Restrictions, Bureau of Industries and
Security".
Are there any special requirements for shipping magnetic
shielding material?
While there are no requirements for shipping our materials
other than protective coverings to prevent damage, recently
certain international countries have instituted new rules
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regarding receipt of materials in wooden crates. If the
destination country requires the use of a "Certificated" wood
(specifying it is free of larvae and/or insects), an additional
charge will be made for this special crating.
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